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One of the more notable characteristics of Lushootseed is the apparent absence of morphosyn
tactically transitive clauses-that is, clauses with two non-oblique NP or pronominal actants
with third-person agents. As it turns out, fully transitive clauses with two overt participants are 
possible only for clauses ,,~th first- or second-person agents, as shown in (1):1 

(1) (a) ?u+gWae+ad 
[pntJ+lookfor+[causJ 
"I looked for the dog" 

cad ti sqWabay? 
1s D dog 

(b) ?n+gWac+ad <'ax"" ti sqWabay? 
"you looked for the dog" 

(e) ?u+gW~+ad ti sqWabay? 
"[he/she) looked for the dog" 

(Hess 1993: 11) 

Expression of two overt third-persons in a clause requires the use of the middle or the passive 
voice, which result in the realization of either the agent or the patient as oblique actants, con
tained within a prepositional phrase: 

(2) (a) ?n+gWac+ab ti ~a~as 
[pntj+look·for+[md) D boy 
"the boy looked for the dog" 

?a ti sqWabay? 
P D dog 

(b) ?u+gWac+t+ab ?a ti ~a~as Ii sqWabay? 
[pnt)+look-{or+[caus)+[md) P D boy D dog 
"the boy looked for the dog" 
(lit. "the dog was looked for by the boy") 

(Hess 1993: 38) 

Facts such as these have led writers such as Jelinek & Demers (1983) to posit that Lushootseed, 
like some Interior Salish languages, has a split ergative system in which third-person l\'Ps such as 
Ii sqwabay? "the dog" in (1cl are-rather than direct objects in a transitive sentence-absolutive 
subjects and that PPs such as ?a Ii .!alas "of the boy" in (2b) would correspond to ergatively
marked agents. While the primary researcher on Lushootseed does not accept the ergative analy
sis, Hess (personal communication) does feel that the absence of an overt agent-pronominal in 
(1c) indicates that the clause is not transitive and that the notion of "subject" is largely extraneous 

lThe abbreviations used here and in the following data are given at the end of this paper. 
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to the treatment of Lushoots~d ~rammar. Outsi~e t~e immediate domain of this particular lan
?uage, hO~'ever, s~ch a stand IS ~ghly problematical In that the syntactic category of "subject" (or 
Its reflex In a particular theory) IS '\"Idely held among linguists to be universal and, in fact is a 
cor~erstone o~ analysis in a wide range of frameworks such as Functional Grammar (Dik 1978), 
LeXIcal-FunctIOnal Grammar (Bresnan 1982), and Cognitive Grammar (Lanoacker 1991). For 
these-and other theories which posit or derive the universality of subjects or s~bject-Iike syntac
tiC ro~es-the absence o~ th~ syntactic role of .subject from the Lushootseed clause would represent 
a major c~llenge. W~le iSSUes suc~ as thiS do not touch on the criterion of descriptive ade
quacy-whIch has certamly been met In the works of Hess and others to date-they are crucial in 
the context of cross-linguistic comparison and in the search for widely applicable or universal 
pri~ciples for syntactic theory: thus, the claim that there is no syntactic subject ill Lushootseed is 
an trnportant one, and should be subject to careful scrutiny. In the paper that follows, 1 will exam
ine the Lushootseed data and, in particular, sentences like those in (1) and argue that there is 
indeed an event-participant in such expressions that can usefully be referred to as that as syntactic 
subject; next, 1 will analyze some further properties of that role both with respect to its crucial 
function in Lushootseed discourse and its semantic function as a deictic for events-in other 
words, the crucial role played by subjects in identifying specific instances of events. As we shall 
see, while the surface patterns of Lushootseed syntax are quite remarkable and unique, they are 
the result of the convergence of a number of properties of subjects and principles of discourse 
which are cross-linguistically by no means unusual or extraordinary. 

1 Subject properties 

Despite the fact that the terms "subject" and "object" are expressly avoided in the principle 
grammatical works on Lushootseed, many linguists feel that these categories-in particular that 
of "subject" -are universals of natural language (Keenan 1976; Perlmutter 1980; Mel'i'uk 1988; 
Hudson 1990; Langacker 1991), and they are widely held to play an essential part in the analysis of 
phenomena such as passivization, voice, and ergativity. Unfortunately, even among those who 
advocate the universality of "subject", there is no agreement as to a universal definition: while 
the category may be active in all languages, the particular manner in which it manifests itself and 
the specific properties that it has in a given language can only be defined in terms of that lan
guage itself (Keenan 1976; Mel'i'uk 1988). The extent of the consensus seems to be that the subject 
is, at the very least, "syntactically privileged" (Mel'i'uk 1988: 161) in the sense of possessing some 
set of syntactic properties which (a) pertain (as a set) to no other clausal elements (Keenan 1976), 
(b) accord the subject the highest degree of clausal "salience" (Langacker 1991), and (c) make the 
subject "the argument to which the predication is attributed-that is, the primary syntactic argu
ment of a sentence" (Bavin 1980: 2).2 In the context of a specific language, however, it remains to 
the linguist to determine which particular properties are diagnostic of the subject and to what 
extent this category plays a distinctive role in that language. 

To this end, a number of attempts have been made at setting out methodological procedures 
for identifying subjects, two of the best and most comprehensive being those of Keenan (1976) 
and Mel'i'uk (1988). The first step in identifying the subject in a language, according to both 
researchers, is to identify a "basic sentence type" (Keenan 1976) and to enumerate the syntactic 
properties of the actants (participants) in such a clause in order to determine which of them has 
the greatest number of those properties typical of subjects cross-linguistically. More complex sen-

2CJ. Foley & van Valin (1984), who challenge the universality of "subject" and posit instead the notion of 'pivot'", 
which seems closely related (if not identical) lo the characterizations or "subject" gi\'en here. 
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tence types may then be examined "ith an eye towards identifying which of the.actants in these 
structures share the greatest nwnber of properties with the subject of !he basIc sentence: For 
.Mel' fuk, the basic sentence type is formed on the monovalent (mtransltIve) verb, w~lOse sl~?le 
actant must correspond to the grammatical subject. In Lushootseed~ the actants of mtransIt1ve 
stems (when not full NPs) are represented by a specific set of pronommal elements: 

(3) (a) ?u+?aX cad 
[pnt]+come Is 
HI come" 

(b) 7u+?ah cai 
[pntJ+come Ip 
'I,ve come" 

(c) ?u+?aX ~axw 

[pnt]+come 2s 
"you come" 

(d) ?1l+?aA &lap 
[pnt)+come 2p 
"you folks come" 

(e) ?u+?aX flj 

[pnt]+come 3s/p 
"[he/she/they) come" 

(Hess 1993: 3 - 6) 

The "a" symbol here represents a gap left by elision in the surface sy~tax, ~ather than a ~tructur~l 
element such as a zero pronoun (see Mel'i'uk 1988, Chapter 8, for a dISCUSSIOn of syntacllc or leXI
cal zeros in Russian)-meaning, in effect, that Lushootseed has only a two-person pronommal 
paradigm.3 In sentences such as that in (3e), the absence of ~ su~je~t-ma.r~er se~ms to si?nal the 
third-person (plural or singular) identity of the subject, which IS IdentIfIed with the discourse 
topic and is-in context-unambiguous. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 2 below. 
Under the approaches proposed by Keenan and Mel'i'uk, participants represented by: this pronom
inal paradigm-along with the "flj" or elided element-can be put forwa~d as candl.dates for s~b
jecthood and their syntactic properties can then be compared to those typical of subJects cross-lm
guistically, as can the syntactic properties of the full NPs wit~ whic~ they can b~ interchanged .. In 
Lushootseed, subject pronominals, their referents, and elided third-persons m correspondmg 
syntactic roles have a number of the subject-like properties that have been pointed out in the lit
erature, and these will be enwnerated and discussed in the sections that follow. 4 

3\Vhen a pronoun-like element is absolutely required for some purpose in discourse, the role of the thir~-person pr~noun 
is filled by a deictic, whicJ, behaves syntactically as a full NP. In the examples lhroughout lhe remaUlder of lhis pa
per, elided actants will be shown with a "e" in interlinear glosses to indicate the presence of the actant in the semantics 
and the syntactic structure of the clause rather than as an indication of a zero-element in a pronominal paradigm. 
4The properlies typicaJ of subjects in natural languages have been enumerated many times by a variety of researchers; 
for the purposes of this discussion I will focus on those outlined by Keenan and Mel'euk, and specifically those which 
can be applied in lhe discussion of Bella Coola and Lushootseed. 
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1.1 Agentivity (Keenan 1976; Langacker 1991) 

Very typically across languages, subjects, particularly in transitive constructions, tend to be 
agents or at the very least initiators of events and actions (sec also Hopper & Thompson 1980; 
Kemmer 1993). This tendency is also an essential element of Dik's (1978) Functional Grammar, 
which works on the principle of "alignment" between pragmatic, syntactic, and syntactic roles 
and takes the basic, unmarked mapping between syntax and semantics to be subject to agent. This 
is an important observation for us here, as in Lushootseed (and perhaps in other Salish an lan
guages-Kinkade 1990) there appears to be a very strong correlation between the semantic role of 
agent and the syntactic role of subject-so much so that previous grammatical descriptions of the 
language have substituted the terms "agent" and "patient" for "subject" and "object" with a great 
deal of success. One place where this practice falls down, however, is ,,-ith verbs of perception, 
where the single actant of an intransitive clause (4a) or the role represented by the pronominal 
element (4b) takes the semantic role more commonly referred to as "experiencer": 

(4) (a) ?as+laq III 

[statl+listen 3s 
"[he/ she] was listening" 

(b) ?as+lllu+d c<ld III 

[stat)+hear Is 3s 
"1 hear [it]" 

(c) ?as+suu+c ('ad te ha?i stubS 
[stat)+scc+[appl) Is D good man 
"1 am looking at the good man" 

(Bates et al. 1994: 136) 

(Bates ct al. 1994: 139) 

(Bates ct al. 1994: 214) 

Note also that in such sentences the role of "patient" is not precisely the role that the observed 
actants are said to take, nor is the role of the subject in (c) exactly the same as that in (a) and (b). In 
the first two sentences, the emphasis or "profile" (T.angacker 1991) of the clause is of the interac
tion (however passive) of observer and observed, whereas the typical analysis of a sentence such 
as (c)-given the applicative morphology-would be one of profiling the directing of the 
observers attention towards the observed. 

One way around this difficulty would be to posit the conflation of the role of agent and experi
encer for syntactic purposes or to define a new role which encompasses agents, experiencers, and 
observers of the type illustrated in (c) above, much as Davis & Saunders (1989) have done for 
Bella Coola (cf also Foley & van Valin's 1984 notion of the "macrorole"); however, this solution 
runs into an additional, more serious, difficulty in sentences formed on bare radicals denoting 
actions which are typically high on Hopper & Thompson's (1980) scale of semantic transitivity. In 
these constructions, is it typically the object or patient of the corresponding transitive event 
which is realized by the pronominal, as in (5): 

(5) (a) ?u+pus cad 
[pnt]+be·hit·by.flying·object Is 
"I [ami was] struck (by a flying object)" 
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(b) ?u+pllsu+d 
[pn t ]+be· hit·by·flying ·object +[ caus] 
"I pelted [him/herl" 

(c) ?ll+tax'" cdd 
[pnt]+be·struck-with·a·stick 15 
"I got hit" 

(d) ?u+{ax"a+d 
[pnt]+be·struck·with·a·stick+[caus] 
"I struck [him/herl" 

(Hess & Hilbert 1976: II, 136) 

In the (a) and (c) sentences the pronominal-representing the only actant of an intransitive 
clause, and therefore qualifying as a clausal subject (Mel' <"uk 1988)-seems to represent the 
semantic role of goal or patient, while in the transitive clauses in (b) and (d), the same pronomi
nals do correspond to the agent. The same kind of pattern is seen in passives (see, however, Sec
tion 1.6 below for a discussion of the term "passive" in Lushootseed, which is far from uncontro
versial). In such sentences, an actant realized by a pronominal element (or which has been 
elided) will typically take the patient rather than the agent role, as in (6): 

(6) (a) ?u+?IlX"+hI+b cad?a ti ~a~as 
[pnt]+go+[caus] 1s P 0 boy 
"the boy took me" 
(lit. "I was taken by the boy") 

(b) ?u+?uxw+tx" cad '" 
[pnt ]+go+[ caus] Is 3s 
"1 took [him/her] somewhere" 

(e) huy, baq+t+ab+axw '" ?d tPH ('xwalll' 
[intj] be·in·mouth+[caus]+[md]+now 35 P 0 whale 

"well, they were swallowed by this whale" 

(d. (d) bati+ad '" ti'H I'xwalu? 
be·in·mouth+[caus] 3s D whale 
"he / she swallowed this whale" 

(I·less 1993: 44) 

(Hess 1993: 175, line 12) 

(my sentence)) 

Thus, the function of the pronominal elements seems not be tied absolutely to a given semantic 
role at all, but instead to a particular syntactic function. A potential solution to this problem is to 
define the pronominals as a special set of lexical items-or, in the terminology of Hess (1993), 
"cad"-words-and then to define the syntactic behaviour of the set in essentially the manner 
illustrated above, based on the association between these items and the varying semantic roles 
they play in with given verbs and in certain voices. Such an approach is, of course, completely 
adequate from a descriptive point of view-however, it misses not only the syntactic parallels 
between sentences with agents expressed as cad-words and those with elided third-person agents, 
but it also begs the question of the nature of the cad-words in the lexicon and whether or not they 
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have a syntactic status comparable to similar elements in other languages and/or recognizable 
cross-linguistic functional parallels. In addition, a number of researchers have commented on 
the importance of making a separation between semantic and syntactic aspects of a sentence and 
of distinguishing clearly the basic units of the two "modules" or "levels" of the grammar-see in 
particular Dik (1978), Giv6n (1984), Mel' <"uk (1988), Hudson (1990), Pollard & Sag (1994) (see also 
Mel' <"uk 1988 and Bavin 1980 on the pitfalls of using semantic roles to establish svntactic cate
gories)-and from a theoretical point of view it seems preferable to try to account for the 
behaviour of a category which seems to be definable on morphosyntactic rather than semantic 
grounds in terms of a syntactic category-such as that of subject. 

1.2 Relativizability (Keenan 1976; Keenan & Comrie 1977; ;vlel'i'uk 1988) 

Across languages, syntactic subjects are a legitimate target for the formation of relative clauses, 
direct questions, negatives, etc., and are, in fact, the first target of these processes in most, if not 
all, languages in that they occupy the top of the AcceSSibility Hierarchy (Keenan & Comrie 1977) 
which states that if only one syntactic role is accessible to relativization and related processes, it 
will be the subject. hl Lushootseed sentences with first- or second-person subjects and third-per
son objects, relative clauses (RCs) can be formed quite comfortably on objects, but in sentences 
with third-person subjects and third-person objects, only the subject itself may be relativized, as 
in (7): 

(7) (a) ?u+gud+dxw ~<li Ii ~a~as ?u+tas+ad 
[pnt]+see+[l.o.c.j 1p D boy [pntj+be·hit+[causj 
"we saw the boy that 1 hit" 

(b) ?u~ud+dx'< ~ai ti ~a~as ?u+tas+ad 
[pntj+see+[l.o.c.] 1p D boy [pnt]+be·hit+[caus] 
"we saw the boy [that] hit the man" 

(c) *?u+sud+dxw cai Ii ~a~as ?u+tas+ad 
[pntj+see+[l.o.c.J 1p D boy [pntJ+be·hit+[caus] 
"'we saw the boy [that] the man hit" 

<"ad 
1s 

ti?H ShIM 
Oman 

(Hess & Hilbert 1976: II, 125) 

ti?ii sfubg 
Oman 

Where English would make use of an object-centred RC, Lushootseed uses a passive construction 
in the embedded clause, thereby avoiding the object-centred form, as in 

(8) ?u+gu+dx" <"ad ti sqWabay? ?l1~axwa+t+ab ?a ti?iI ~a~as 
[pnt]+see+[l.o.c.) 1s 0 dog [pnt]+dubbed+[caus]+lmd) P D boy 
"I see the dog [that) the boy hit with a club" 
(lit. "I see the dog [that] was hit with a club by the boy") 

(Hess & Hilbert 1976: 124) 

The passivization of the lower clause allows the formation of a subject-centred-rather than an 
object-centred-RC. This is most likely a pragmatic constraint on the language, as there is no 
direct means other than the passive for marking the syntactic role of both of two third-person 
actants in a clause and so, if object-centred forms were allowed, they would be identical to subject
centred RCs in which the roles of the actants were reversed (that is, Ii sq"abay' ?ulaxWad tPil <.alas 
could mean either "the dog that the boy hit" or "the dog that hit the boy"-cf. (7b) and (c) above). 
What this means in terms of the analysis here is that in clauses such as the embedded RC in (7b) 
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above, the elided third-person participant that surfaces in the matrix clause as the head of the 
RC-li la(!as "the boy"-should be analyzed as the (elided) subject of the subordinate ,clause. To 
do otherwise-that is, to posit that the overt NP in the embedded clause, li?ij slubS "this man", is 
the subject and the "extracted" "-'Pis the object (or some other lower rung on the hierarchy)
would be to occasion a violation of the Accessibility Hierarchy in that objects would be relativiz
able while subjects would not be. Given the robustness of the Accessibility Hierarchy in language 
after language, it seems preferable to opt for the analysis of the head of the RC in (7b) as a subject 
which has been elided in the embedded clause, much as subjects are elided in subject-centred RCs 
in English (e,g. "we saw the boy that 0 hit the man"). 

1-3 Subject of participles (Langacker 1991; Taylor 1994) 

When a clause undergoes nominalization to form a gerund or participle, the subject in many 
languages is realized in the role of possessor. This is true for Lushootseed, which uses nominal
ized clauses corresponding to English participles to realize oblique-centred relative clauses and to 
form complex NPs from finite clauses (Beck 1995), and in each case the participant realized as a 
pronominal in a non-nominalized clause surfaces as a possessor when that clause is nominal
ized. Consider (9) (the relevant participle/ verb is underlined): 

(9) (a) xWu.l patat fila? d+s+?abyid 
only worthless D 1po+np+give 

"what I give [to him] is only junk" 
(Iit. "my given [to him] [is] only junk") 

(b) ?u+?abyid <'ad Ii ~a~as ?a ti sqwabay? 
[pnt]+give Is D boy P D dog 
"I gave the dog to the boy" 

(e) xw,J patat fPH s+?akyid+s tPH t'l.a? 
only worthless D np+give+3po D stone 

"what he gives to Stone is only junk" 
(lit. "his given to Stone [is) only junk") 

(d) ?u+?abyid 121 Ii ~a~as ?a Ii sqWabay? 
[pnt]+give 3s D boy P D dog 
"[he/ she] gave the dog to the boy" 

(Hess 1993: 185, line 14) 

(Hess 1993: 50) 

(Hess 1993: 187, line 32) 

(Hess 1993: 50) 

In the sentence in (a) the possessor of the participle s?abyid "giving" is represented by a first-per
son possessive pronoun (d-) and corresponds to the participant represented by the pronominal in 
(b); similarly, the third-person possessor in (c) corresponds to the elided (121) actant in (d), indicat
ing that it is likely this elided actant rather than the overt NP Ii L~alas "the boy" that is the subject 
of the clause. When the subject of a participle is an overt third-person NP, it also surfaces as a 
possessor, as in (10): 
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(10) ?u+§udx" ti?H s+as+tj"u?' ?" ti?H ?iisi:ld+s ?a1 ti?,,? hik" U .. a? 
[pntj+see D np+[statj+gather P D relatives+3po P D big stone 
"[he] saw the gathering of his relatives by the big stone" 

(Hess 1993: 185, line 3) 

Here, the subject of the participial clause sasti"',,? "gathering" is (PH ?iisads "his relatives" which is 
realized as a possessor, marked by the preposition ?a. Compare this to the corresponding finite 
clause ?as4"'1l? fi?it ?iisads "his relatives are gathered", in which the subject is not set off by a 
preposition, or ?as4"',,?t<al "we are gathered", in which the pronominal occupies the same syntac
tic slot and takes the semantic role of tPil -'iisads in the two preceding sentences. Thus, it appears 
that whatever participant in the sentence corresponds to the pronominal will be realized in par
ticiples as a possessor-and is an excellent candidate for subjecthood. 

1_4 Control of reflexivization (Mel'ruk 1988) 

Cross-linguistically, Mel't"uk (1988) observes that the subject is the actor in a reflexive verb. 
This is true in Lushootseed for the participant-role represented by the pronominaIs, as in (11): 

(11) (a) ?u+?al+tu+bs 0 

[pntJ+eat+[causJ+ 15 35 
"[he/ she) feeds me" 

(b) ?u+ ?aiHII +bllf ,'ad 
[pnt]+eat+[caus]+[refll Is 
"I feed myself' 

(e) ?1I+q"ulu+t+s " 
[pnt]+hug+[caus]+ 15 3s 
"[he/she) hugged me" 

(d) ?u+q"ulu+t+sut " 
[pnt]+hug+[caus]+[refl] 3s 
"[he/she] hugged him/herself" 

(Hess 1993: 55) 

(my sentence) 

(Hess 1993: 56) 

In the (b) and (d) s~ntences, the pronominal/ elided t~ird-person participant seem to correspond 
to t~e actor/agent m the ~a) a~d (c) sentences: WhIle It nught be possible to interpret the elided 
NP.111 (d).(or the pronommal m (b» as ref~rnng to the semantic patient/syntactic object of the 
aclIon, this seems unlIkely, partICularly gIven the appearance of the reflexive element, which 
behaves much like the object/patient suffix -bS "me" in (a). As Kemmer (1993) notes, reflexives 
across languages tend to follow the pattern of the prototypical transitive event in which a sub
ject/ initiator is construed as acting on a patient/endpoint that is represented by a reflexive ele
ment .indicat~ng the i~entity of this endpoint with the initiator itself. Under this analysis, the 
reflexlv~ suffIX w?uld m fact be a member of the object/patient suffix paradigm and the pronorn
mals/ehded NPs 111 (b) and (d) would then be analyzable only as agents/subjects. 
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1.5 Pronominals and conjoinability (Keenan 1976) 

Across languages, subjects are generally realizable as morphologically independent pronouns 
and, according to Keenan (1976), if a language has a single set of such elements particular to a 
given syntactic role, this role will be that of subject. The Lushootseed pronominals or cad-words 
fit into this category quite nicely, being morphologically independent word forms (clitics), which 
are not bound to a particular lexical element in the clause but appear obligatorily in sentence-sec
ond position: 

(12) (a) ?as+laqil cad 
[statJ+late Is 
"I [amjlate" 

(b) day+axw ~ad cickw ?as+laqil 
indeed+now Is very [stat]+late 
"indeed, I am very late" 

(e) hJ.?al cad sqaJat 
P Is Skagit 
''I'm from Skagit" 

(Hess 1993: 116) 

(Bates et al. 1994: 6) 

In the sentence in (a), the pronominal appears in its "normal" position following (and phonolog
ically cliticized to) the verbal predicate of the sentence; in (b), however, the appearance of an 
adverbial particle in the clause triggers the "fronting" of the pronominal to immediately follow 
that particle. Note that the pronominal follows only the first adverbial and will precede any addi
tional particles, occupying second-second (Wackernagel's) position. The sentence in (c) illustrates 
much the same point, although here the pronominal interrupts contiguity of a prepositional 
phrase-the sentence-second constraint apparently overriding the requirements of continuous 
constituency. 

Another property of subject pronominals that Keenan points to is their ability to be conjoined 
\'.'ith full NPs, as in (13): 

(13) la+ ?ibas cai"li tsa mali 
[prog]+walk Ip and D Mary 
"Mary and I are walking" 

(Hess & Hilbert 1976: 141) 

Object pronominals, on the other hand, are suffixes and may not be conjoined, conjunction of 
objects requiring their overt 'expression. 

1.6 Passivization (Keenan 1976; Mel' <'uk 1993) 

The syntactic subject is widely recognized to be the syntactic actant that is "demoted" to an 
oblique role via passivization, the "promoted" actant becoming the subject of the new sentence. 
In Lushootseed the passive is formed by the combination of an applicative or any causative with 
the middle suffix -b, as in: 
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(14) (a) ?u+?ay+dx'" 
[pnt]+find+[l.o.c.] 
"I found the girl" 

cad tsi ~a~as 
15 Df child 

(b) ?u+?ay+du+b cad ?a ti ~a~as 
[pnt]+find+[l.o.c.j+[mdj Is P D child 
"the boy found me"s 
(lit. "I was found by the boy") 

(Hess 1993: 24) 

(Hess 199:1: 34) 

In (a) t~e subject pronominal cad corresponds to the semantic role of agent, yet in (b) the 
pro.nommal rep~esents the goal of the action, the agent/ subject of (a) having been demoted to a 
penpheral role m the sentence. However, Hess (personal communication) does not accept the 
term "passive", particularly in the third person, as in example such as (15): 

(15) (a) ?u+?ay+dxw " ti sqwabay? 
[pnt]+find+[I.o.c.] 35 D dog 
"[he/she] found the dog" 

(b) ?u+?ay+du+b 'a ti ~a~as ti sqWabay? 
[pnt]+find+[l.o.c.j+[md] P D child D dog 
"the boy found the dog" 
(lit. "the dog was found by the boy") 

(Hess 1993: 29) 

Here the unrealized (elided) actant in (a) surfaces in the oblique position in (b) and the overt NP 
appears to undergo no change in syntactic role. Under the analysis here, however these sen
tences do s.ho\\! a standard pas~ive permutation in that the subject of the sentence in' (a) is taken 
!o be ~n elided NP corre:,pondmg to the pro?ominal in (14a), whereas the subject of the sentence 
111 (b) IS taken to be the smgle (and only possible) non-oblique NP, ti sqWabav? "the dog'" note th t 
the 'presenc~ o~ this non-.oblique NP .in the clause also excludes the pre~ence of a p;onomin:l 
(~ling out Its mterpr~tahon aS,an object as in the active sentence). This conforms to the defini
ho~ of the passive v01~e of Meleuk (.1993) ~ an inflectional category which involves the permu
taho~ of the .grammahcal role of sublect With that of one other participant in the clause (usuall 
the direct object). y 

Hess's objections to the ~alySis o~ the sentence in (15b) as a passive come largely from the 
abs~nce of an ~vert element m (a) which can be analyzed as having undergone demotion in (b). 
\~hile so~e eVidence for the :'~resence" of an elided subject in the syntax is offered in other por
hons.of this p~per, some speaflc support for the term "passive" (and the consequent existence of 
an elIded subject) can be found by contrasting passives with the corresponding intransitive and 
middle -forms as in (16): ' 

5Note that the pragmatic uses and thematic structure of the Lushootseed passive are completely different from those of 
I~ English counte~part (h~,nC(~ the active glosse~);.jn discourse terms, the Lushootseed passive may faU into the func
ho~al_category of Inverse (Tho~pson 1989; Glvon 1994). Jacobs (1994) offers such an analysis for the corresponding 
~olce ~n Squamlsh based on statistical studIes of topicality properties; it remains to be seen what the results of appl _ 
109 thiS method 10 Lushootseed would be. Y 
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(16) (a) ?u+g""a~+ab Ii ~a~as ?a ti sqalalitut 
[pnt)+look·for+[md] 0 boy P D guardian·spirit 
"the boy looked for a guardian spirit" 

(b) ?1I+gW~+t+ab ?a ti ~atas Ii sqwabay? 
[pnt]+look·for+[caus)+[md) P D boy 0 dog 
"the boy looked for the dog" 
(lit. "the dog was looked for by the boy") 

(c) ?u+?1I1ax ti lu~ ?a Ii basqW 
[pntJ+forage D old P D crab 
"the old man foraged for crab" 

(d) ?u+?ulax+l+ab ?a Ii lu~ ti hud 
[pntj+forage+lcausj+[mdj P 0 old D firewood 
"the old man kept the wood [that he had found]" 
(lit. "the wood [that he had found] Ivas kept by the old man") 

(Hess 1993: 38) 

In the middle in (a) it is "boy" (the semantic agent) that is the subject of the sentence, whereas 
when the sentence is passivized as in (b), the semantic goal becomes the subject and "boy" 
becomes oblique. Likewise, in (c) "old man" is the subject and agent of the clause and is realized 
as a syntactically non-oblique actant, while in (d) passivization makes another participant non
oblique and demotes "old man" to a prepositional phrase. Like the shift in semantic role of the 
subject pronominals in (14), the shift of the third person subjects in (b) and (d) to a peripheral 
position is diagnostic of the passive voice, which in turn argues for the status of the non-oblique 
actants in passivized sentences as syntactic subjects. 

1.7 Non-deletability, topicality, and switch reference 

Another property of the syntactic subject of a clause is that, in semantic terms, the referent of 
the subject can never be removed from the profile of the event, in the sense that the event which 
the clause describes will always have an identifiable (or, in some cases, elementall abstract) partic
ipant corresponding to the subject role in the clause (Mel'fuk 1988). Note that this does not pro
hibit the elision of the subject-that is, the non-realization of an understood (and hence semanti
cally present) participant. Elision should not be confused with deletion, which would remove the 
idea of that participant from the clause entirely. Compare, for example, the meaning of "this book 
has been sold ", which implies an unnamed seller who has been elided from the sentence, and 
"this book sells well", which profiles only the commercial transaction but in no way includes a 
seller, the seller having been deleted in the semantics. In practice, Lushootseed subjects are more 
often elided than not, due to a general surface constraint in Lushootseed grammar against the 
realization of two overt third-person NPs in a matrix clause, most likely a result of the absence of 
case-marking or rigid word-order requirements to differentiate the roles of third-person partici
pants. However, even though a third-person subject in a transitive clause is subject to obligatory 
elision, in every case the identity of the subject is understood (or at least assumed by the speaker 
to be understood) from the context of the discourse and so is included by the speaker (and hearer) 
in the profile of the event. Consider the sentences in (17): 
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(17) (a) ?u+talawi+s "Ii sqig""ac 
[pntj+run+[applj 3s 0 deer 
"[he I she] ran after the deer" 

(b) ?u+suu+c ., tPii sqwalaiad 
[pnt]+see+[applj 3s 0 berry 
"[he (Bear)) looked at the berry" 

(Hess 1993: 15) 

(Hess 1993: 193, line 25) 

In these sentences, the actors-the runner in (17a) and the perceiver in (b)-are not named, yet 
they are, in context, quite unambiguous; this means, in effect, that the missing participants are 
still in included in the event-profile and so have been elided rather than deleted. Thus, even 
though the syntactic subject is not realized overtly in the clause, its identity is recoverable from 
discourse by dint of the fact that the subject seems to be almost invariably th~ discourse topic. 

The highly topical nature of subjects is a well-known and well-documented property across 
languages (Keenan 1976; Giv6n 1979; Li & Thompson 1979), which may be a result of their origin 
(in at least some languages) via grammaticalization from topics (Giv6ri 1979). Langacker (1991) 
treats a topic as an entity which acts as a primary figure for a stretch of discourse with reference to 
which clausal participants are identified; cross-linguistically, discourse topics may be clausal par
ticipants themselves-most commonly subjects (Giv6n 1979; Li & Thompson 1976)-but they 
may also be non-participants and serve as a more general reference-point to which the clause as a 
whole is related. Lushootseed seems to have a pragmatic constraint that requires the discourse 
topic to be both a clausal participant and to be identified with the clausal subject. Consider once 
again the example from (l7b). Here, as noted above, the subject of the sentence is in context quite 
unambiguous as the sentence occurs in a stretch of discourse in which the topic has been identi
fied as "Bear". Once established as the discourse topic, Bear is held in the minds of the speaker 
and the listener as a reference-point for identifying the primary clausal figure, and hence the syn
tactic subject, for subsequent text, although its overt expression in active transitive clauses is 
ruled out by the constraint against two overt NPs mentioned above. This results in a pattern in 
which the primary figure in discourse is often the one which receives the least overt expression, 
a pattern not unlike that found in more familiar null-subject languages like Chinese (Li & 
Thompson 1979), where the topical subject is often left unrealized, to be filled in by context. 

Because of the importance of the requirement for subject to equal topic in recovering the iden
tity of elided actants, Lushootseed has (or had) a special morphological marker in clauses that 
violate the subject = topic constraint. This marker seems closely related to one of Keenan's (1976) 
diagnostics for subjecthood, that of switch reference. wherein changes of subject in discourse 
often trigger the use of grammatical "switch reference" markers. In conservative Lushootseed 
style, the suffix -ag"ld is added to a verb whose subject does not correspond to the discourse topic 
(Kinkade 1990). Consider the fragment of text in (18): 

(18) (a) ?u+kwada+d ti?a? p~abulica?+s 
[pntJHake+[causj D bobcat·blanket+3po 
"[Bobcat] took his bobcat-blanket" 
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(b) g"al ?al; d k"adi? ?ad'ahts 
and be·located+[caus] there beautiful 
"and [hel put it in a beautiful [place]" 

(e) gWal la+gWad+il ?ax"+l'ag"+us 
and [cont]+seated+[trm] [stat+locative]+towards'sea+face 
"and [he] sat facing the water" 

(d) di?H k"1 s+~u+d+ag"id ?a {i?a? ~a~as 
sudden 0 np+see+[caus]+NTS P 0 child 
"all of a sudden the child saw him" 
(lit. "the child's seeing [him] [was] sudden") 

(e) 'dH+axw 
this'one+now 
"that's Daddy" 

(f) 'dii+axw 
this·one+now 
"that's Daddy" 

baya? 
daddy 

(g) dB: Ii pa~ab Ii ?u+cut+t+ab 
this·one 0 bobcat 0 [pnt)+speak+[caus)+[mdl 
"it was Bobcat whom the noble child spoke of" 

?a Ii?a? sqaqagWal. 
P 0 noble·child 

(Hess 1993: 151) 

This text occurs in a discourse episode whose topic is Bobcat, who surfaces in every sentence in 
which he is a participant as the grammatical subject except in (d), which is marked with the Non
topical Subject Marker. Interestingly, the fact that Bobcat is not overtly realized even in the sen
tence where he is the direct object of the clause may indicate that the continuity of the elided NP 
as the discourse topic may be maintained even when this NP is not the syntactic subject. Note, 
however, that since the -ag"id suffix does not change the discourse topic, but instead marks the 
subject as being non-topical, Kinkade (Hess, personal communication) has argued that it is not in 
a strict sense a switch-reference marker; nevertheless, it seems close enough in function to 
switch-reference that the substance of Keenan's criterion (that the identity of the subject with the 
discourse topic is often marked overtly in the grammar) can be extended to include this mor
pheme as well, making it yet another diagnostic for subjecthood and of the relation between sub
ject and discourse topic, something to be explored in more detail in the following section. 

2 Subject, topic, and discourse 

Having made something of a case up to now for the existence of the syntactic subject in 
Lushootseed, there is still the question of to what degree this category plays a role in the grammar 
of the language. It has been noted by a number of researchers such as Keenan (1976) and Lan
gacker (1991) that while the category of subject may be universal, the relative importance of the 
role it plays in the morphosyntax of a language may be vary from language to language; this sort 
of observation has led Li & Thompson (1976) to propose a parameter of typological variation 
which would distinguish between "topic-prominent" and "subject-prominent" languages, the 
syntax of the latter revolving around the syntactic subject and that of the former around the dis-
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course topic. While certain aspects of Li & Thompson's typology have come under fire, particu
larly from advocates of the universality of subjects (see, for example, Bavin 1980), it is neverthe
less a valid observation that the role of subject may be more or less prominent in the syntax of a 
given language, and that that prominence is often tied in some way to the notion of-discourse 
topic. Lushootseed is a case in point. In this language, as witnessed by: Hess's accurate and incisive 
descriptive treatments, the syntactic role of subject seems in many ways to be a less central one 
than it is in a subject-prominent language such as English, the- subj~ct role being describable 
largely in terms of the discourse notion of topic and the semantic role of agent, with both of 
which it is closely aligned (in the sense of Dik 1978). At the level of the individual clause, the role 
of syntactic subject is almost interchangeable with the semantic role of agent I experiencer, making 
Lushootseed what might be described as an "agent" or "initiator-prominent" language; because of 
the highly topical nature of this role in Salishan discourse in general (Kinkade 1990), in terms of 
Li & Thompson's (1976) typology Lushootseed also seems to be a topic-prominent language, 
although unlike the other such languages classified by Li & Thompson under this heading, 
Lushootseed seems also to have a strong candidate for syntactic subject. 

The equation of discourse topic and syntactic subject has other important consequences as 
well. As noted above, Langacker (1991) defines a topic as an entity that serves as a reference-point 
against which other clausal particpants are identifed in a given stretch of discourse; because syn
tactic subjects are highly topical and generally invariant within a discourse episode, in Lushoot
seed narrative the subject takes on a role as a reference-point against which the events and partic
ipants in a clause are related to the overall discourse context. Thus, the syntactic subject serves to 
identify particular instances of events designated by the clause in which it appears-an essentially 
deictic function. This comparison bel\vccn the discourse function of subjects and the function of 
deixis becomes clearer in the context of the Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1991) definition of 
deictics as "tokens" that represent instances of things or events in the "domain of instantiation" 
(OI), defined in (19): 

(19) Domain of Instantiation: the mental map on which items in discourse arc located 
by the speaker and identified with things that are known, can be seen, or arc pre
supposed to exist by the hearer 

!he role of the dei~tic-as its na.me implies-is to point ou~ the location of specific examples or 
mstances of a .typ.e m the 01 relahve !o the spea~er, us,-:ally. m spatial t~rms or by spatial analogy 
(e.g. hypothehcahty represented as dIstance). ThIs functIOn IS most obvIOUS in verbless sentences 
such as sqWilbay> tj?il?"thiS [is) a dog" and sq"ilbay? tPH "that [is] a dog", as represented in (20): 

(20) Deixis: Location of types in the domain of instantiation 

<a) Type 
Spccificahon. . 

(b) 
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Type 
Specification 

sqW;:tbay? 
"dog" 



The diagram here shows the equation (dotted curve) of an abstract or generic type-"dog", repre
senting the class of all dogs-to a particular instance of that type which has already been located 
in the Dr (that is, the speaker and hearer have identified that instance as a specific dog they know 
or can see). Linking the type specification "dog" to a pronominal deictic establishes its identity as 
a specific dog by establishing its location in the 01, and the deictic thus serves as a reference-point 
for identifying a particular instance of a type specification. Where (a) and (b) differ is in the rela
tive spatial locations of the type's instantiation (the dog in question) to the speaker (5), (a) point
ing to a particular dog near the speaker and (b) pointing to one farther away. 

In discourse terms, the function of a deictic is often to link topical, given, or thematic infor
mation to new or rhematic information-thus a deictic element may serve as a reference-point 
or anchor in the Dl to which newer information can be attached and incorporated into the struc
ture of the discourse episode. In Lushootseed sentences such as those illustrated in (20), this pat
tern is made overt in the syntax by a requirement that rhematic information be encoded in the 
syntactic predicate of the clause and that topical, thematic infonnation be encoded as the syntactic 
subject (Beck 1996); this requirement is active not only in copular constructions like those in (20), 
but applies to all other sentence types as well, the least remarkable case (from a cross-linguistic 
perspective) being that of a "narratively-focused" sentence in which a new, rhematic event-rep
resented by a verbal predicate-is linked to a topical subject (as, for example, in (17) above). Just as 
new participants must be identified with elements in the Dl-that is, the type specification of a 
new participant must be "grounded" or identified with some known entity so that its identity is 
accessible to the hearer-new events must also be grounded by being identified with participants 
which have been previously identified in discourse. And, because subjects in Lushootseed are 
almost invariably topical, it is the syntactic subject of a clause which is most often used to identify 
a given instance of an event in discourse. 

This deictic property of subjects is the basis of the most fundamental pattern of Lushootseed 
narrative, illustrated by the following passage from the opening of "bibscilb ?i tPH su?stl(la?s, 
tiltyika" ("Little Mink and his younger cousin, Tetyika"), as told by Mr. Edward Sam: 

(21) (a) tPH bibscab ?i tPH su?sll(ia?+s, tatyika, 
D [rdp]+mink and D younger·cousin+3po Tetyika 

ti?H In+d+s+Yilhub+tu+bidd 
D [irr]+lpo+npHell+[caus]+2s 

"what I will tell you about [is] Little Mink and his younger cousin, Tetyika" 

(b) hay, ?u+iPida(ha)b ti?H bibscilb ?i tPH su?suqa?+s, tatyika 
[intj] [pnt]Hroll D [rdp]+mink and D younger·cousin Tetyika 

"well then, Little Mink and his younger cousin, Tetyika, trolled [for fish)" 

(e) ?u+iPda(ha)b alg"a? 
[pnt]Hroll [plural) 
"[they] trolled for fish"6 

6Hess (1993b) says of the (plurall morpheme: "By means of this word speakers make explicit that a third person reler
ent IS plural whether as agent, patient, or possessor, e.g., ·Ihey', 'Ihem', 'Iheir(s)'" (p. 219). It is mosllikely nol in ilself 
a pronoun: it is not obligatorily sentence-second as are subject pronominals, nor does it have any of the other forms (such 
as subordinate or coordinative) that the pronouns do. In fact, it is nof. obligatory and can be left out when discourse 
makes the plural nature of the third person dear. It also cooccurs with the third-person subordinal'e clause pronominal 
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(d) 

(e) 

huy, slI+dxw+axw tPi! t"xwalu? 
[inij] see+[l.o.c.)+now D whale 

"well, [they] caught sight of Whale" 

huy, bapa+d+ax'" 
[intj] annoyed+[caus]+now 

"well, [they) annoyed [him)" 

algWa? 
[plural] 

(f) bapa+d+axw illg"'a? tPH i'x"alu? 
D whale annoyed+[caus)+now [plural] 

"[they] alUlOyed that whale" 

(g) huy, xWat<""i+s+ab+ax" ?il tPH cxWalu? 
[intj] sick·of+[appl]+[md]+now P [) whale 

"well, [they) were gotten sick of by this whale" 

(h) huy, baq+t+ab+ax" ?a tPi! i'x"alu? 
[intj) be·in·mouth+[caus]+[md]+now P D whale 

"\,·ell, they were swallowed by this whale" 

(i) iixW[ai)dat ti?ii [s)+dagWabac+il+ax"" algWil ?a tPi! l'xWillu? 
[plural) P D whale three·days D np+inside·small·space+[trm)+now 

"[they] were inside that whale for three davs" 
(lit. "[their) being inside of that whale [was·] three davs") 

(Hess 1993: 175 -176, lines 5 -13) 

Here the speaker makes use of a strategy of grounding rhematic information in thematic material 
t~~t he has p;eviously located for ~he sp~aker in the DI--:-speci~cally, a topical participant (or par
tIQpants) which acts as the syntactic subject, although this parhcipant is often elided. Because any 
discourse episode requires a topic, the story begins with a topic-setting structure (Pu & Prideaux 
1994)-in this case, a nominally-predicated sentence, (21a), that identifies the topical element to 
which subsequent text is linked in discourse. This is shown in (22):7 

(22) Sentences (a) and (c) 

sentence (c) 

Type 
Spl~cification 

DomJinnf 
Instantiation 

Her~, in te,?h~cal term~, sentenc~ (a) shows the l~!ng of two type specifications ("my telling to 
you and Little Mink ) to two mstances (the delchcs) that are identified with one another the 
rhematic landmark (1m) becoming a discourse topic. The story-telling, a shared activity of the 

-a sand !he pos~essive suffi~ -so For the purposes ~f th.e discussion here it wiJ) be considered a "supplementary" mor
pheme, mdlcatmg that a thud person actant (which In these sentences has been elided) is plural. 

7Note thai I ha\'e iIIuslrated all the senlences wilh a Singular subjecl, lillie Mink, ralher than Ihe plural subject in 
Ihe lex Is, and have ellmmated senlence (b) from subsequent diagrams for ease 01 presenlation. 
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speaker and interlocutor, is considered more thematic and realized as the syntactic subject of the 
sentence whereas "Little Mink and his cousin" is rhematic, and therefore implemented as sen
tence predicate; as a topic-setting structure, (a) establishes its rheme-"Little Mink and his 
cousin"-as discourse topic and this becomes the reference-point in discourse-space on which all 
new information in the episode is grounded. The storyteller then links the established topic to 
the narrative overtly by using it as the subject of sentence (b), thereby grounding the first event in 
the story, Little Mink and his cousin's going fishing, and identifying the type of event ("trolling") 
to a specific instance of that event-type ("Little Mink and his cousin's trolling"). In line (c), the 
sentence is repeated with an elided subject, as illustrated in the second part of (22) above. 

Next, in sentence (d), a new participant, Whale, is introduced, but the discourse topic is still 
"Little Mink and his cousin", which remains syntactic subject of the sentence: thus, the event
the sighting of Whale-is still grounded relative to Little Mink, as in (23): 

(23) Sentence (d) 

Type 
Specification 

Domain of [ 
In<;tantiati(m 

.£-_--_./ 

(Once again due to considerations of graphic presentation, the diagram has been simplified and 
does not include the instantiation of "whale" by its deictic.). The next sentence, (e), contains no 
overt actants and relies on the fact that both "Little Mink and his cousin" and "whale" have been 
previously located in the 01 to ground the new, rhematic information in the clause, the 
(transitive) event bapad "[s.o.) annoyed [s.o.)". The primary grounding function for this stretch of 
discourse, however, still remains with the topical "Little Mink and his cousin" which is still the 
syntactic subject of the clause; a further indication of this may be the storyteller's feeling that a 
repetition of (e) is in order in (f), which makes overt the less topical participant, "whale". 
"Whale" also surfaces in overt form in (g) and (h), where new events are introduced, the event 
in each case being grounded in discourse by the elided subject, "Little Mink and his cousin". Note 
that in these sentences, "Whale" surfaces as an oblique (passive agent) while "Little Mink and his 
cousin" remain syntactic subject, the passive preserving topic continuity. 

Sentence (i) signals a change in topic with a marked structure-a sentence whose predicate is 
"three days", the length of time that Little Mink and his cousin spent in the belly of the whale
and initiates a new discourse episode, as in (24) The information encoded in the 01 in the previ
ous episode is still active in (i), conferring thematic status on the subject-presupposed material 
based on the information in (h) (if Little Mink and his cousin were swallowed by Whale, they 
must have been inside him). In this particular story, "three days" is replaced in the following line 
by yet another topic, Little Mink himself (who manages to trick Whale and kill him), "three 
days" being a rather limited area of discussion. The dynamics of topic-shifting await more 
detailed investigation, but the principle motivation for it seems to be the subject-topic relation 
and the inherently deictic nature of subjects in Lushootseed discourse. 
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(24) Sentence (i) 

Domain of 
In':itantiation 

Episode II 

Interestingly, the use of subjects as discourse-deictic elements that serve to link new events 
and pariticipants to aleady established, topical material is highly reminiscent of a model of lan
guage comprehension proposed by Gernsbacher (1990). Using data from experiments measuring 
the time required to process linguistic input in English, Gernsbacher develops a three-phase 
model of how incoming linguistic information is organized into conceptual structures. The first 
phase in the process is termed "laying a foundation" and corresponds to the stage where the lis
tener is processing completely new information (that is, information which contains no estab
lished discourse topic); information processing is slower in this phase, but once an appropriate 
foundation for the communication has been laid, subsequent information can be anchored to 
that foundation and is processed more rapidly. This is the "mapping" stage. Finally, when the 
structure is complete, the process of "shifting" occurs and a new topic is introduced, laying the 
foundation for a new discourse structure. These three stages seem to correspond very nicely to 
the pattern observed in (21), where the storyteller begins with a topic-marking structure to iden
tify the figure on which the discourse is to be grounded (lays a foundation), narrates the next 
sequence of events with respect to that figure (maps the events onto the foundation), and then 
makes use of a second topic-shifting structure to signal the end of that particular episode (shifts to 
a new structure). Because of the rather transparent deictic nature of verbless sentences in estab--

. lishing a direct identity between type and instantiation, they seem ideal candidates for the foun
dation-laying process. Making use of this structure in (21a), the storyteller establishes Little Mink 
and his cousin as discourse topics and then maintains them as topical, non-overt subjects, intro
ducing new events and participants while at the same time keeping the narrative firmly 
grounded on the communicative foundation he has set out, a foundation to which every sen
tence is linked both semantically (via the type-instantiation pattern illustrated in (22) and (23» 
and grammatically (via the use of "Little Mink and his cousin" as the elided subject). While it is 
not always easy to establish clear connections between syntactic and psycholinguistic research, the 
parallels here are suggestive and certainly merit further investigation. 

3 Conclusion 

All in all, then, it seems that there is some motivation for the use of the term "subject" in 
Lushootseed. While it is certainly true that there is an unusually close "fit" between the semantic 
structure of an utterance and the syntactic role that each participant in an event is assigned by the 
grammar, this fit is not one-hundred percent and so the invocation of a syntactic category-how-
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ever frequently the reference of this category corresponds to a given semantic role-seems justi
fied. Even if tius were not the case, the use of "subject" and "object" is highly desirable from a 
typological perspective, in that it allows closer comparison of the grammatical processes of 
Lushootseed with those of languages in which syntactic categories are perhaps not so closely 
aligned with the semantic roles they prototypically represent. The noti~n of .subject see~s also to 
be intimately linked to the organization of discourse, and the syntactic subject has an Important 
function as a deictic element in narrative, serving to identify particular instances of an event type 
by linking that type to a topical participant which, by dint of being the most salient participant in 
the event, is realized syntactically as subject. 

An interesting corollary of this notion of the subject as a discourse-deictic is the obvious simi
larity this function has to that of possessor which, in Cognitive Grammar, is analyzed as a deictic 
means of identifying one entity by reference to another, as in (25). 

(25) Reference-point model of possession 
r----==----, 

(based on Langacker 1991: 171) 

According to Langacker (1991), possession does not always mean "ownership", but signa.ls an 
association of the possessed with the possessor wherein the possessor IS seen as a sort of an mdex 
or pointer (a "reference-point") which is used to identify one speci~ic referent amon? several pos
sible referents of the same class or type. Under this type of analysIs, the possessed IS analyzed as 
lying within the "dominion" of the possessor-that is, as being in that set of entities tha~ can be 
identified by their (usually unique) association \\;th the possessor, and so the possessor IS taken 
to perform an essentially deictic function in locating a specific instance of the possessed. 

Parallels between subject and possessor have been drawn in a number of theoretical frame
works, ranging from the analogous structural positions assigned to subject (SPEC of TP or IP) and 
possessor (SPEC of DP) in North American generativist paradigms to the common de~ignatio~ of 
subjects and possessors as the first deep-syntactic actants of both nouns and verbs m Meanmg
Text Theory (Mel'l'uk 1988). While some of the motivation for these parallels is theory-specific 
and theory-internal, some of it is based on certain well-known cross-linguistic morphosyntactic 
similarities between possessors and subjects. The homophony of possessive and subject-pronom
inal paradigms, for instance, is not typologically unusual-and is attested in Mandinka, Bella 
Coola, and histOrically in AJtaic (Basakov 1971), to name but a few examples. As noted above, in 
many languages-including Lushootseed-the subject of non-finite participial or gerund clauses 
is expressed as a possessor, as in the examples in (9) above and the Tatar sentence in (26) on the 
following page. Under Langacker's reference-point analysis of possessive constructions, the pos
sessors in these examples serve as reference points, not for objects, but for reified events that are 
realized in the syntax as nominals. Because of their relatively high saliency, subjects-as we have 
seen for Lushootseed-also serve as reference-points for events and so it is not surprising that 
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(26) min+~ ktir+gan+em+ne bel+de 
1s+[genitivel see+[past'participle]+ 1 po+[accusative] know+[past] 
"he found out that I had seen" 
(lit. "he knew my having seen") 

(Comrie 1981: 82) 

the subject is used in the same capacity when the clause is nominalized, giving us a contrast 
between deixis of reified and non-reified events: ordinary verbal expressions of events are located 
in the DI by the location of their syntactic subjects, while the same events when nominalized 
are-like nouns-located relative to the location of their possessors. 

A similar observation is made for the subjects of English deverbal nouns by Taylor (1994), 
who argues that whether the possessor of a deverbal noun in English is identified with the sub
ject or with the object of the verb from which it is derived depends on which of the correspond
ing event-participants can be most effectively utilized to identify the particular instance of the 
event designated by the nominal. Thus, "Harry" in "Harry's love" is used to single out a particu
lar instance of "love" for the hearer's attention-that instance of "love" of which Harry is the 
protagonist-whereas "Harry's fright" directs the hearer towards an event in which Harry is 
frightened by some other entity and is assigned a semantic role which the verb" frighten" realizes 
as a syntactic object. While some deverbals (like "love") select for readings of possessors as sub
jects and others ("fright") select for possessors as objects, many deverbals seem to allow for either 
interpretation, depending on the argument's "topicality" and its "informativity", the precision 
with which it allows the hearer to pinpoint a specific event of the type represented by the noun 
in a given context. The details of Taylor's argument are not directly relevant to the issue of 
Lushootseed participles, in which the possessor always refers to the clausal subject, but nonethe
less these two criteria do seem to offer an explanation of why it is that participles-which retain 
more of their clausal properties than other de verbals-realize their subjects as possessors. In 
terms of topicality, as we have already seen, subjects in Lushootseed are almost invariably more 
topical than objects, whereas on a scale of informativity it seems likely that subjects will be rated 
highly by dint of their use as discourse-deictics. Indeed, Taylor's definition of informativity, when 
translated into spatial metaphor, seems to be precisely a measure of a participant's useful~ess as a 
deictic: identifying a particular instance of an event type means locating that event in the DI rela
tive to the speaker, something which we have already seen to be an important function of sub
jects in Lushootseed discourse. What is particularly interesting is that the data presented here 
seems to extend Taylor's analysis of deverbal nouns beyond event the level of the participle, to 
that of the finite clause, and thus offers a cognitive explanation of the morphosyntactic overlaps 
observed cross-linguistically between subject and possessor, and between subject and topic-illus
trating once again the importance of recognizing the category of "subject" in Lushootseed as a 
benchmark for analysis of discourse and cross-linguistic comparison. 
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List of Abbreviations 

1 first person np nominalizing prefix 

2 second person NTS non-topical subject 

3 third person p preposition 

appl applicativl' p plural 
taUS causative pnl punctual 
cont continuous !Xl possessive 

0 deictic prog progressive 

f feminine rdp reduplication 

intj interjection refl reflexive 

irr irrealis 5 singular 

I.o.c. lack of control stat stative 

m:I middle trm transmutative 
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